Installation Services

Bringing expertise to bear where it really
matters – implementation on the ground

THE COMPANY
For R. P. Delio & Company, truly delivering success for our projects and
programs means bringing expertise to bear where it really matters –
implementation on the ground. Our principal consultants know that a project
stands or falls on the quality of its installation management. Experience,
across a score of complex system and facility installations, has taught them
this – and made them able to deftly deal with all that on-site installations
can throw at them.
A practical, flexible and detail-focussed approach to installations can be tracked
back to the company’s origins as an electrical services company. A decade
or more of experience in electrical installations helped hone our pragmatic
attitude – and to reinforce the primacy of developing, and adhering to, safety
and engineering specifications. That way a ‘project-in-waiting’ is readily
transformed into an installation ‘operating-beyond-expectations’.
Our installation services cover a wide range of technologies, environments,
and deployment approaches, building on skill-sets that include:
>> Clean Environmental Energy Installation
–– Commercial-scale roof-top and ground-array PV
–– Small wind turbines

>> Electrical Installation
–– High-voltage equipment
–– Lighting rigs and floodlights
–– Power distribution systems

THE R. P. DELIO APPROACH
Our approach to service provision and consultancy is guided by three
principles, helping to ensure that ‘process’ doesn’t deflect from the achieving
of our client’s goals:
>> Pragmatism – success is not delivered through dogma and theory.
We believe that success is ultimately underpinned by action grounded in
the real world
>> Client-tailored – there is no such thing as an ‘off-the-shelf’ solution.
We believe in the fundamental value of applying common sense to
individual client situations
>> Result-focused – we believe in providing concrete, tangible and
long-lasting solutions to your biggest challenges
R. P. Delio & Company have been Engineering Program Success since 1989; with
us as your partner, your vision for transformation can, and will, be made real.

–– Biogas co-generation
>> Grid Technology Deployment
–– Smart grid
–– Energy storage
–– Subsurface T&D
>> Manufacturing Facilities Installation
–– Photolithography

CONTACT US

–– Data-centers
–– Combined Heat & Power units

Contact.Us@rpdelio.com
855 RPDELIO – (855) 773-3546

–– Wet-etch tools

1050 Bishop Street, Suite 351, Honolulu, Hawaii, USA 96813

–– High-purity gas systems
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